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The movie will be directed by Prabhu Deva, whose Tamil hits include Thirumanam Thirumaranam, Iruttu Aruttu and the successful regional movie Pelli Choosu. Actress Nayanthara will be seen essaying a cop in the film which is supposed to be a trilogy featuring two other female leads as well. Prabhu Deva will
be also working as producer of this film which will start rolling on December 19. Meanwhile, V Ravichandran has also spoken out, Interestingly, Ravichandran has acknowledged that my team, including myself had seen the movie before its release. The only thing we had added was to make the sequel which is
still in progress. I respect Shankar sir and his views and would like to state that I am not after any monetary gain in respect of whatever he has done. He deserves all the credit for the wonderful screenplay, direction, performances and music that his film possesses. I hope the makers of the film will see sense

and settle their differences amicably. While most of the Tamil version was shot in Singapore, a few scenes at the climax were re-shot here, as well. Prakash Raj who was shooting 'Tamil' in Karnataka for 6 months, has dubbed for Tamil; others have also dubbed for Tamil for a more authentic feel. Producer:
Sunny Deol Director: ShankarWriter: Sunny Deol, Sriram Director of photography: Rakshit ShettyEdited by: Mohan RamMusic by: A.R. RahmanLyrics: Sriram Cast: Vikram Nazar's brother Ramanujam Nazar Vivek Prakash Raj Rajendra Nath Nandini Smruthi Sampath Raj Shankar Saira Banu Vikram Natarajan
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The movie is about Ramanujam - an honest lawyer who is frustrated about the lack of discipline in the society and tries to do something about it, only to be mocked at and ridiculed by one and all. He expresses his love to his neighbor Nandhini - who finds him - not cool enough and boring. All these factors
result in a multiple personality disorder out of which is born - Anniyan and Remo. Anniyan - the Indian type punisher of the bad, Remo - the cool lover boy. Anniyan goes about killing people who break the law while Remo goes about wooing Sada. The rest of the story is about how the police go on a hunt for
Anniyan and how the three personalities are brought to the surface and dealt with. The movie is about Ramanujam - an honest lawyer who is frustrated about the lack of discipline in the society and tries to do something about it, only to be mocked at and ridiculed by one and all. He expresses his love to his
neighbor Nandhini - who finds him - not cool enough and boring. All these factors result in a multiple personality disorder out of which is born - Anniyan and Remo. Anniyan - the Indian type punisher of the bad, Remo - the cool lover boy. Anniyan goes about killing people who break the law while Remo goes

about wooing Sada. The rest of the story is about how the police go on a hunt for Anniyan and how the three personalities are brought to the surface and dealt with. Surya is set to take the lead role in the Telugu remake of the Malayalam hit film Anniyan, Vikram Vedha. Starring Surya, Vikram Vedha has both
newcomers and actors like Simran, Sathyaraj, Lakshmi Rai and Ali are reported to play key roles. The film will be directed by Vishnu Manchu. 5ec8ef588b
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